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Men's clothes today are confusing--they reflect the multi-task world we all live in, where
function is a constant existence and fun can be serious business. Furthermore, you'll learn
to:--dress for an interview or a night time on the town--deal with the new corporate casual
look--travel for weekly with an over night bag--unwind when the invite reads " to ""  and a
glossary defines more than 200 terms from " The outdated uniforms are gone, with casual work
environments, new cultural specifications, and raising global influences, new styles are
evolving.dark tie"--choose the proper cut for the body type--dejunk your closet and recycle the
classics you own--create a low-maintenance lifetime wardrobeFirst Aid, a section in the back,
turns you into your own valet--stains, starch, ironing are demystified; how exactly to pack and
how exactly to store are deconstructed;WORK Existence takes you through all you need to
compete sartorially whether you work at home or within an office, EVERYDAY LIFE reflects
today's more casual culture and the new outfit codes for weekends and after function,
OUTDOOR Lifestyle is a gear guidebook to both the classics and the tech-advanced sport
clothing for golf, tennis, skiing, fishing, hunting, or the fitness center, and evening use, whether
for an informal dinner date or starting night, is covered in Night time Existence.gusset" In this
changing period, Chic Simple Men's Closet makes the myriad choices easy, available, and
inexpensive.placket. The reserve is divided into four sections of a guy's life: 
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Perfect Reference for Today's Teens Another copy bought for another teen male in my own life.
This time it is for a foreign exchange student. But I have purchased copies of the book for my
son, grandson, fourteen foster sons, "Small" Brother (BBBS), and four foreign exchange students.
Furthermore to shops, a membership to GQ or any men's magazine may possibly work also. Will
need to have apparel guide! An extensive guide and information for someone attempting to get
started with a professional wardrobe. Includes fundamentals on how to select a professional
suit, combos for any office, to on the town. Chalk Stripe, Oxford, or Broad fabric, Tattersall, or
window pane.. Men's Wardrobe (Chic Basic) I am pleased with this order. Molloys Gown For
Success! Better books somewhere else! Great pictures and visual guides as well. A lot of the
publication is formatted like a coffee table book, filled with big images, meaningless platitudes,
and clothes only runway models could like. Explainations of just what a Harris Tweed is
certainly, Pin Stripe vs. Overall, great book, I highly recommend. I would utilize this merchant
again for buys, and would recomment the merchant. Loved the entire color layout.A more useful
book to learn about men's style in the professional world is "The Indispensable Guideline to
Classic Men's Clothing," which is also availabe from Amazon. Picture examples to formulate
ideas toward constructing a closet, tailoring, how to chose materials, what add-ons to
accompany your lifestyle, charts and check lists to assist you organize and isn't very wordy.
Terms that obtain batted around but haven't been able to see actual illustrations before. Very
comprehensive. Perhaps the one thing I'd have wanted additionally would have been more
concepts and direction in dressing for interpersonal occassions that did not include a Tux, or the
boss. This is a great introduction to Men's lasting fashion This is a great introduction to Men's
lasting fashion. I love this book.. It also provides addresses and definitions in the style industry
of places to begin with. Granted there are several "classic" pieces in there, you're probably
better away walking around a department shop to see what is fashionable at that time. It even
addresses shaving and other products. This book is ok, however the real nuggets worth reading
the book receive short shrift and scattered throughout the book. That book gets the
fundamentals from diagrams on how best to tie a tie to comparing the characteristics of fabric to
tips about proper care for clothing. Probably the most functional guides in my library along with
John T. I wish the book offers its dustcover still, but the duplicate is a clean duplicate without
broken to the blinding. The publication was shipped well, and found its way to a timely manner.
Almost just what I was looking for. Thanks! You saw a few good outfits, but that's it.. Not overly
informatitve or useful The book offers great pictures and gives a good basic explanation of
clothing. Does . No man could complain if with all this book. Will not overload with info. Handy
book, but not all encompassing This is a handy book. Brief with pictures and small bits of humor.
However, it didn't get into much detail. No man could complain if given this book. I came across
it useful, though. Overall though I came across it an extremely worthwhile book and intend to
refer to it over and over. I thought fashion / design was something you either got or did not
have. After scanning this book and others enjoy it, it provides a foundation to build your
wardrobe and also have it last regardless of what fads come in and out of favor.. I really like this
book, I must say i love the coverage of extras and colors and overall traditional men’s styles and
advice on designs. An excellent "how to" book, most especially for those youths who have no
background whatsoever with regards to clothes, what to use when, and how exactly to put
everything jointly from how to tie a tie, to cuff links, to opera pumps.
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